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Golden standard for non-invasive
body shaping Focused
Focused pulsed ultrasound for selective
fat cell destruction without downtime.
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Golden standard for
non-invasive body shaping
U-Shape II uses high-intensity focused ultrasound to permanently destroy fat tissue
without harming the surface of the skin.
The U-Shape treatment is clinical proven for noticeable results all over the world.
During a treatment, high-intensity ultrasound energy is focused on the targeted fat,
similar to the way a magnifying glass works. The energy passes through the skin and
the targeted fat beneath the skin is permanently destroyed.
Over the next few weeks, the body naturally removes the destroyed fat from the
treatment area, which leave the patient with a thinner, more contoured waistline.

The U- Shape II Mechanism of Action

Normalized
power

Mono or Uni-polar RF

Near-Infrared laser and light
(700-1400nm)

Subcutaneous
adipose tissue

Bi-polar RF

Dermis range
~2.5-3.0mm

Visible laser and light
(400-750nm)

Anatomical Depths
Epidermis~0.04mm

100%
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Application
•Fat Reduction
•Skin Tightening
•Body Contouring
• Mechnical Massage
•Metabolism Acceleration

HOW IS U-Shape II DIFFERENT?
√

Non-Surgical - Non-Invasive

Invasive fat reduction procedures, such as
liposuction, typically carry certain surgical
risks and are associated with significant posttreatment recovery downtime. Even newer,
minimally-invasive techniques are still
surgical procedures. Unlike these types of
surgical or lasers fat reduction procedures,

√

Real Results - Targeted Efficacy

the U-Shape II treatment is non-invasive and

U-Shape II was designed with body contouring

patients typically resume normal activities

in mind - it's a targeted technology that's

immediately after the procedure.

tailor-made to deliver amazing results in a

√

single treatment to as large or small an area

Custom Contouring

Patients come in all shapes and sizes, and so
does their fat. Other non-invasive body
contouring devices can be limited in their
ability to treat certain areas of fat and may
require several hours and/or multiple
treatment sessions to adequately address
problem areas. The U-Shape II system is
highly versatile, allowing control over
precisely how and where energy is
delivered, for a truly customized treatment in
a single one-hour session.
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that you want to address.

Advantage
•Quick
•No pain
•Non-invasive
• No downtime

What you can expect from U-Shape II ?

Non-invasive / Quick / No pain / No downtime

Immediate results could be seen from every treatment and will also continue to lose weight within
8 to 12 weeks (which is the time needed for the body to naturally process the treated fat).

U-Shape II Procedure
★

The treatment head of the U-shape II

system is placed on the area to be treated.
★ High-intensity ultrasound energy focuses
on the targeted fat, destroying fat cells
beneath the surface layers of the skin.
★ A continuous lesion is created in the
targeted fat and the skin layer is not harmed.
★ And where it goes? The treated fat tissue is
removed through the body's natural healing
and elimination process, leaving you with a
thinner, more contoured waistline.

Genuine
leather

Fat cell
Muscle
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Why choose
PZ LASER U-Shape II?

Patented Lock Frequency Technology

Advanced Graphical User Interface

Frequency consist at 250KHZ, highest
energy at China Market( 30% higher
than similar products)

Concise and beautiful Ability to quickly grasp
operation treatment.

PZ Company Patent Technology
Piezoelectric ceramics hemispherical
transducer（ Material imported from
Korea）;The life span could up to 500,000
shots. American super-silent pump and
the ABS sealed double-layer tank.

Intelligent Record Management

Adjustable Energy Output

The handle has intelligent chip inside. It
can record used shots and remains, and
the operators can trace record usage
by inquiry system, which offers a good
reference for stock in advance, without
influencing treatment requirements.

U-shape II has 18 energy levels, which
allows physicians to adjust the energy
output based on the thickness of targeted
fat to be treated and the sensation of the
patients. It delivers a safe, effective and
comfortable option for fat reduction with
high patient satisfaction.

Unique Automatic Computing System
The shots setting is operated by an unique
automatic computing system. Setting the
length and width of the localized
treatment area, the system calculates the
total shots automatically adherence to the
treatment area. The automatic computing
system ensures complete energy delivery
over the entire treated area.
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Who U -Shape II
treat?

Results:

The best U-Shape II patients are typically those who have worked to keep their ideal shape,
but need some help getting rid of stubborn fat.

Candidates for U-shape II treatment must:

√
√
√
√

Be able to "pinch-an-inch" (2.5 cm) of fat in the treatment area
Have a body mass index (BMI) equal to or less than 30
Have good overall health
Have realistic expectations about the result

Our weight loss technology has been in many clinical research validation and peer-reviewed
articles.Tens of thousands of satisfied customers have been and still benefit from the
performance and the standard patient satisfaction.
Be able to "pinch-an-inch"
(2.5 cm) of fat in the treatment area
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SPECIFICATION

U-Shape Parameters
Input power:

500W

Output power:

150W

Energy level:

5-18 continuously adjustable

Pulse Interval:

0.5-3S adjustable

Frequency:

250KHZ

Cooling system:

Closed cycle water to air heat exchanger

Power supply:

AC220V 50Hz/AC110V 60Hz

Package Dimensions:

125*55*58cm

Net Weight:

20kg

Working Temperature:

+15℃~+30℃

Storage temperature:

-20℃~+55℃

Relative humidity :

≤80%

Atmospheric pressure:

86kPa～106kPa

About PZ Laser Company
PZ Laser a worldwide aesthetic device manufacturer produces high-end products for plastic surgeons,
dermatologist, physicians and healthcare professionals. PZ Laser serves the industry as one of the
leading companies with rigorous R&D level and valuable experience with 15 years histories. PZ Laser
products are being globally marketed by overseas offices and worldwide distributors partners.

Tel: 0086 - 371 - 55677868
0086 - 371 - 55677886
0086 - 371 - 55011989

Fax: 0086 - 371 - 55677886
E-mail: info@pzlaser.com

Headquarters:
Room 20, FL 4th, Unit 2, Building 13, Electronic Industrial Park, Lianhua Road,
Hi-tech Development Zone, Zhengzhou, Henan, China

For more information:www.pzlaser.com
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